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Abstract (Document  Summary)

[Dirk Cieslak],  artistic director of a Berlin-based troupe called Lubricat,  staged "Out  of Area" as the first of five productions -
upcoming shows are scheduled in Buenos Aires,  Lagos, Shanghai and Berlin - in his cyber-wise Mutation Project  financed
largely by the German government.

What he had were three Richmond performers (Bridget Gethins,  Isaac Moses Regelson and Marigia Maggipinto),  two
German actors (Niels Bormann and Miriam Fiordeponti) and a general idea that  the show would reflect  the complexities of
modern urban life.

Bormann's comic timing is impeccable, Maggipinto moves with all the expressive grace of the dancer she is, and Regelson,
although not  as assured as the others,  finds moments both comic and poignant in which to shine.
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When theater boils down to pure ensemble invention, "Out  of Area" is hard to beat.

If this spirited but  highly nuanced meditation on urban living isn't provoking a guffaw at the Firehouse Theatre,  it's usually
sustaining a grin.

If grins don't  suffice as responses to the more wistful undersides of life,  "Out  of Area" can be achingly poignant, too.

Funny thing is, it  took a German director, Dirk Cieslak,  to show Richmonders how to pull it  off.

Cieslak,  artistic director of a Berlin-based troupe called Lubricat,  staged "Out  of Area" as the first of five productions -
upcoming shows are scheduled in Buenos Aires,  Lagos, Shanghai and Berlin - in his cyber-wise Mutation Project  financed
largely by the German government.

Richmond's inaugural contribution is the only one in the United States.

When Cieslak arrived in Richmond,  he had no script.

Tireless ensemble improvisation,  he knew,  would provide one.

He had no plot  or sustained characters, either.

He still doesn't.

What he had were three Richmond performers (Bridget Gethins,  Isaac Moses Regelson and Marigia Maggipinto),  two
German actors (Niels Bormann and Miriam Fiordeponti) and a general idea that  the show would reflect  the complexities of
modern urban life.

Does it ever!

The minimal setting - a number of folding chairs,  a mop,  fake flowers and other props against  an evocatively lighted
backdrop made of blue-and-white-striped plastic shopping bags - is the sort of state where anything can happen,  and usually
does,  before this 105- minute, intermissionless show has run its course.

"Out  of Area" is a surprise a minute as its performers take ideas grounded in reality and embroider on them, usually to the
point of absurdity.

This show is, ultimately,  a vast fun-house mirror in which each audience member will see his own urban experience reflected
again and again.

Fiordeponti is a hoot  as she explains how her body expands and contracts depending on where she is.

Gethins,  an amply built actress,  has us believing her totally when she explains,  "Inside, I'm just  a wisp of a girl."

Her hilarious but  oddly graceful dance with Bormann, who is just  as tall  and angular as she is short  and round, is one of the
truly transcendent moments of the evening.

Bormann's comic timing is impeccable, Maggipinto moves with all the expressive grace of the dancer she is, and Regelson,
although not  as assured as the others,  finds moments both comic and poignant in which to shine.

"Out  of Area" runs a little long - several video interludes featuring Richmond actress Beatrice Bush aren't  up to the show's
standard of invention and could be eliminated - and Cieslak finally runs out  of compelling ideas on ending his show.



He just  stops it instead.

What's amazing is this master theatrical juggler's ability to keep so many balls in the air for so long.

"Out  of Area" is a wonderful surprise.

OUT OF AREA

THROUGH: - Tuesday at the Firehouse Theatre,  1609 W. Broad St.

TICKETS: - $15

CALL:  - (804) 355-2001
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